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The following is an example of a successful 

product created with Fermoil





'Simply top notch‘ 

'Oil quality is excellent, some of the best‘

'Does not test the highest on THC but is one of the strongest cartridges in California‘

'Taste was very distillate like, but we like that‘

'Was a little bit more expensive, but was worth it‘

'Was worth the extra money over any of the other brands that we bought‘

'I’m telling everyone I know there’s a new CBD in town and it’s nothing like all the others‘

'On the plane and for 4.5 hours NO DISCOMFORT!‘

'I feel like this is going to literally change the game for me!‘

'ZERO pain and inflammation, with no issues during night sleep or stiffness in the morning'



Fermoil: A Next Gen Carrier Oil
•Supercharges tincture and vape products 

•4 to 7X better absorption than traditional carrier oils

•100% natural, anti-viral and pre-biotic properties

•Superior replacement for traditional vaping fluid

•Unrivaled potency and effectiveness

•Revolutionary and patented process (more 

advanced than nano liposome technology)

What is Fermoil?



What does Fermoil do for your product? 
•Assures a top-tier market ranking

•Guarantees consumer acceptance

•Shortens time-to-market

•Ensures consistency and quality

•Gains very positive reviews

•Creates peripheral traction for product family



What is unique about FERMOIL 
•25 Years of R&D

•Enhances (vs dilutes) CBD potency

•Fermented and Evaporated 

•4 to 7X better absorption

•Pre-Biotic properties 

•Anti-Bacterial and Anti-Viral properties

•Protein Activator

•Patented process 



Exposing essential molecules thru the removed thin layer film guarantees 

delivery of  therapeutic agents to specific target regions, specifically the 

blood brain barrier (BBB).

The removed film oil will expose and readily disperse all natural anti-viral & 

anti-bacterial properties of the oil, including the beneficial prebiotic 

properties. 

Through extensive testing, the National Dairy Authority has confirmed how 

fermented oil stabilizes beneficial bacteria. This occurs through increased pH 

level after several days, destroying harmful bacteria that causes milk 

spoilage. The result is naturally extended shelf life by a factor of 7 times.       

Benefits of Fermentation and Evaporation
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Fermentation Laboratory



Independent Lab tests

• Anti-Bacterial Properties

• Molecular Exposure

• 100% Natural

• No Chemical Contamination

• Rapidity of Absorption Rate

• Pre-Biotic Properties

• Gut Flora Normalization 

• Anti-Bacterial Properties
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